ABSTRACT: By directly measuring the size distribution of active (cells that took up and reduced the redox dye CTC, 5-cyano-2,3-ditolyl tetrazolium chloride) and inactive cells in a natural coastal bacterial community, we tested the hypothesis that the likelihood of a bacterium being active in marine plankton is a function of its size. The average size of an inactive bacterium was 0.055 pm3 while the average size of an active bacterium was 0.12 pm3. This average size was constant even after 3 d of incubation in dialysis bags placed in situ, which increased the percentage of active bacteria in the community from 6 to ca 43 %. The probability of a bacterium being active was a linear function of its size, from ca 5 % for cells of 0.01 l.1n13 to 100% for cells of the largest sizes. These results (1) support the hypothesis of Stevenson (1978, Microb Ecol 4:127-133) that very small bacteria are mainly dormant (inactive) while bigger bacteria are more likely to be active; (2) reconcile 2 apparently opposing observations, (a) commonly found higher specific activities in the larger size classes of bacterioplankton and (b) allometry regularities by which smaller unicellular organisms tend to have higher specific growth rates than larger organisms of similar metabolic mode; and (3) suggest that phagotrophic protists will preferentially crop the active portion of the bacterial community if they select their prey according to size.
INTRODUCTION
Free-living planktonic bacteria are important contributors to total community biomass (Cho & Azam 1990) and activity (e.g. Ducklow & Carlson 1992) . Even though they seem to be preyed upon at high rates (Pace 1988) , their numbers are remarkably constant throughout the year. This constancy of bacterial abundance has been hypothesized to derive from a close coupling between bacterial growth and grazing losses (Sanders et al. 1992) . However, recent evaluation of this hypothesis has concluded the link between bacterial abundances and those of their main predators 'E-mail: pepgasol@masagran.icm.csic.es "Present address: Biology Department, University of California, Santa Barbara, California 93106, USA (flagellates) to be rather weak (Gas01 & Vaque 1993 ). An alternative explanation (Stevenson 1978 ) is that only a fraction of the total bacterial community is active at a given time, the rest of the cells being dormant (i.e. inactive but able to resume growth if placed in a nutrient-rich environment) or dead (i.e. cells, or parts of cells, that would not resume growth even if placed in the best possible conditions). Evaluations of the size of the non-active bacterial pool suggest that they may represent > 5 0 % , and even >90 %, of the community (e.g. van Es & Meyer-Reil 1982 , Douglas et al. 1987 , Pedros-Alio & Newel1 1989 , with a tendency towards comprising a higher proportion in the more oligotrophic systems (del Giorgio & Scarborough in press). Novitsky & Morita (1976) showed that a bacterium isolate placed in mineral medium divided several times without growth to produce many small, inactive but viable cells. That evidence led Stevenson (1978) to postulate that the dominance of very small, free-living bacteria typically found in the ocean, which have sizes similar to that of Novitsky & Morita's isolate, were in a state of dormancy (or lack of activity). Some authors have found empirical evidence for higher growth rates and more individual-specific (and biovolume-specific) production for large bacteria than for smaller bacteria (Bird & Kalff 1993). These results have been generated studying the uptake of tritiated precursors by different size fractions of the bacterioplankton. Yet, Stevenson's suggestion that very small (<0.07 pm3) bacteria are mainly dormant while bigger bacteria are more likely to b e active has not been directly tested.
Here, we test such a hypothesis by directly measuring the size distribution of active and inactive cells in a natural coastal bacterial community. We distinguish active cells as those cells that took up and reduced the dye CTC (5-cyano-2,3-ditolyl tetrazolium chloride). We also compute the contribution of each size class to total bacterial production a n d provide evidence of the size dependence of bacterial specific growth rates.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sampling area a n d experimental setup. We sampled a natural plankton community in the Bay of Blanes, northwestern Mediterranean (41" 39.90' N, 2" 48.03' E) in April 1994. The Bay of Blanes is a shallow, exposed, coastal area with vertically mixed waters. At the time of sampling, chlorophyll a was about 0.3 mg ml-', nitrate was at very low (0.2 PM) concentrations, and phosphate below detection (Mura et al. in press) .
The estimates of bacterial production needed to examine the contribution of different size classes to total bacterial production were obtained from the growth rates of bacterial communities enclosed within dialysis bags (Spectrapor) a n d suspended in situ at -1.5 m below surface. The dialysis cultures included a treatment where bacterial growth in water filtered through 0.8 pm Nuclepore filters, where predators were absent (del Giorgio et al. unpubl.), was followed. The initial abundance of total and active bacteria and that after 3 d following growth in situ was quantified in each of triplicated bags.
From each bag, 20 m1 were set aside for the determination of the number of active cells and 20 more m1 for the determination of bacterial abundance. We identified active bacteria as those where intracellular reduction of CTC to its insoluble fluorescent formazan (also called CTF) derivative occurred. This CTF fluoresces red under green light excitation. The presence of intracellular crystals of CTF is indicative of the presence of a n active electron transport system in the cell. In this study, the terms 'active' or 'respiring' bacteria are used as synonymous with CTF-positive bacteria. The redox dye CTC (Polysciences Inc., Warrington, PA, USA) was used following Rodriguez et al. (1992) as modified by del Giorgio & Scarborough (unpubl.). The samples were incubated with a final CTC concentration of 5 mM for 10 to 12 h in the dark and at in situ (14 * 1°C) temperature. Incubations were stopped with the addition of 3% formaldehyde. DAPI (see below) was then added to counterstain the entire bacterial population. Several different CTC uptake kinetics expenments in planktonic samples of oligo-to mesotrophic lakes suggested 12 h to be a n ideal time span, because the more active bacteria seem to take up and reduce CTC immediately, but the asymptote in the plot of time versus % CTC-positive cells is reached a t 8 h and does not decline until >20 h (del Giorgio & Scarborough unpubl.). We also used such a long incubation time because cells under nutrient deprivation have been shown to be slower to reduce CTC and to do so with a much lower intensity than non-starved cells (Schaule et al. 1993) .
Bacterial abundance and size measurements. Bacteria were preserved with formaldehyde at a final concentration of 3 % v/v. Subsamples of 5 to 15 m1 were stained with DAPI for 2 min (final conc: 0.1 pg ml-l) and were filtered onto 0.2 pm, black-stained Nuclepore filters (Porter & Feig 1980) . Filters were then mounted on a slide with a drop of immersion oil and examined by epifluorescence with a Nikon inverted microscope equipped with a filter set for UV radiation (UV-1A: DM400; Ex 365/10; BA 400) and for green light (G-1B: DM 580; Ex 546/10; BA 590). The images were captured with a Hamamatsu C2400-08 camera equipped with a Silicon-Intensified Target (SIT) and digitized to a Mitsubishi 386 PC using the MIP image analysis program (developed by MICROM Espaiia). The final pixel size obtained was 0.067 pm pixel-l.
Several images were captured for each filter under UV radiation. To determine the size distribution of bacterial cells having CTF deposits, 2 images were captured from each field-one with green light, to detect the red spots due to CTF crystals, and the other with UV radiation, to measure the bacterial size of the corresponding bacteria that had been detected as CTFpositive. Since CTC is not a cellular stain, it does not provide information on the size and shape of the bacteria. It only indicates whether the bacteria had been taking up and reducing CTC. Special attention had to be given to the green light images, since CTF fluorescence faded rapidly
The images were then downloaded to a Macintosh computer and treated using the public-domain software NIH Image (version 1.55). The aim of image processing was to obtain a binary representation of each bacterium. We sequentially applied a Gauss filter (kernel size of 5 x 5), which reduces the noise of the image, a Laplace filter (kernel size of 5 x 5), which is a second derivative filter that finds the edges, and a Median filter (kernel size of 3 X 3) which smooths out the images. That combination of filters has been found to be the best in several trial experiments (Blackburn et al. unpubl.). The resulting images were then visually thresholded to the point where background noise disappears. We previously determined that this process gives results similar to those obtained with the automatic zero-crossing technique described by Sieracki et al. (1989) . The area and length of each bacteria were measured automatically by the program. Objects which had an area < ? pixels (equivalent diameter -0.2 pm) were automatically eliminated. Our measurements of bacterial volume are accurate to the third decimal place. To assess the sizes of the bacteria, we measured 300 individual cells for each replicated bag. For active bacteria, much harder to measure because each individual has to be looked for in the filter, we measured 50 to 60 cells per replicate.
Bacterial volume, considering a bacterium as a cylinder with 2 hemispherical ends, was calculated from the area (A) and the length (L) through the intermediate calculation of the equivalent width (W,): Volume (V) was then calculated from the following formula:
Bacterial volume (pm3 cell-') times cell concentration (cells ml-l) provides total biovolume (pm3 ml-l). We used the Simon & Azam (1989) size-dependent volume-to-carbon conversion factor to compute cell mass (pg C cell-') from average volume (pm3). Total biomass (B, pg C ml-l) was computed as average cell mass times cell concentration. Bacterial production (P, pg C ml-' d-l) divided by bacterial biomass estimates bacterial biomass turnover rate (T, d-l); specific growth rate (SGR, d-l) was computed as follows:
Bacterial doubling times (Dt, in days) were derived as follows:
In 2 Dt = -
SGR
Statistical treatment of the data. Averages were compared with simple t-tests. Distributions of bacterial size are usually presented in histograms of arbitrary bin size. We standardized all our size distributions to 21 bins covering from 0.008 to 0.344 pm3, which left out some very big cells (in all cases less than 2%). Bin amplitude was then set at 0.012 pm3 Comparisons among distributions were done with those size distributions. For some of the computations reported in the d~scussion, we grouped adjacent bins in palrs (bln size 0.024 pm" or trios (bln size 0.036 pm.') to increase sample size within each bin. Comparisons among distributions were done using Kolmogorov-Smirnov paired sample tests (Young 1977 , Conover 1980 . In these tests, the null hypothesis is that the 2 samples being compared are samples from the same, continuous, density function. (Fig. l a ) . The average cell volume also tended to increase with increasing abundance (Fig.  l b ) , with a doubling of average bacterial size (from 0.06 to 0.12 pm3) corresponding to a 3-fold increase (1 X 106 to 3 X 106) in bacterial concentration (Fig. l b ) .
RESULTS

In
Active bacteria made a greater relative contribution to total bacterial biovolume and biomass than to numerical abundance. In the Blanes Bay, 6.4% of the cells were active but 9.6% of the biomass and 12.8% of the biovolume was active. After 3 d of incubation with-Cell Volume Um3) out predators, up to 60 % of bactenal biomass and 78% of the biovolume was active as compared to a contribution of 4 3 % to cell abundance. The size distributions of active cells were always significantly different from the size distributions of the corresponding inactive bactenal communities (Fig. 2, K-S tests, all p < 0.05). While the size distribution of active cells in the natural community was not significantly different (K-S tests, p > 0.05) from the size distributions of active cells at the end of the incubation, most of the total bacteria size distributions at the end of the incubations were significantly different from each other and from the initial distributions.
The maximum number of active bacteria was detected in the size classes with volumes of 0.04 to 0.08 pm3 (Fig. 2) . The main difference between the size distributions of active and inactive bacteria, both in the natural community but also at the end of the incubation was in the very low abundance of active bacteria within the size classes from 0.008 to 0.04 pm3 (0.24 to 0.48 pm of equivalent diameter). Knowledge of the percentage of active cells in each size class, derived from a relatively large sample size, allows the estimation of the likelihood that bacteria within different size classes are active. This probability was strongly sizedependent (Fig. 3) , with the probability of a bacterium being active increasing from 8% in the smaller sizes to 100% in the largest sizes, and a bacterium of 0.13 pm3 having a 50% probability of being active.
DISCUSSION
Our results demonstrate that, at least for the community studied, active bacteria tended to be larger than non-active bacteria, leading to a strong size-dependence for the probability of a bacterium being active.
An important implication of this finding is that it lends support to the contention that very small bacteria in the sea may be predominantly 'dormant' or inactive (Stevenson 1978) . Indeed, most cells within the smallest size classes (10.024 pm3) did not take up or reduce CTC. Some of the bacteria in the smallest size classes may not be bacteria at all, but rather large viruses (Sieracki et al. 1985 , Sieracki & Viles 1992 , which would not take u p and reduce CTC. However, by filtering out the particles of equivalent diameter <0.2 pm in the image analysis procedure, we believe that we sized all those particles that an individual would have counted as bacteria under the epifluorescence microscope. Yet there is a need to examine the composition of the pool of cells classified as 'inactive bacteria'.
Some of the small, inactive cells may be in the physiological state referred to as starvation/survival (Morita 1982) , in which a metabolic arrest permits the organisms to survive for long periods of time without sufficient energy for growth and reproduction. The generation of 'ultramicrobacteria', 'dwarf cells' or 'minibacteria' (cell length usually ~0 . 3 pm, volume -0.01 pm3) occurs after several cell divisions without growth under low resource supply. It is generally assumed that this miniaturization benefits the bacterium by providing it with higher surface-to-volume ratios and hence higher ability to scavenge resources, although small size may also facilitate survival by being a refuge from predation (Jiirgens & Giide 1994) . However, the dominance of these bacteria in the planktonic environment does not necessarily imply a general nutrient limitation of bacterial growth, and may, instead, derive from a heterogeneous distribution of bacterial resources in space (Azam & Smith 1991 , Duarte & Vaque 1992 .
Inactive bacteria were present in all size classes, suggesting processes other than miniaturization are also involved. If we assume that most bacteria would tend to reduce in size if the nutrient environment is not adequate, then the presence of large inactive bacteria would support the existence of a very dynamic patchy environment at the scale of the bacteria (cf. Mitchell & Fuhrman 1989 ). An alternative possibility is that some large inactive bacteria may have been dead following biotic (viruses, sloppy feeding by predators) or abiotic lysis without loss of the cell structure. These cells are, therefore, 'bacterial ghosts', which w e count as DAPIpositive particles, but can neither grow nor divide because they are only cell remnants (Zweifel & Hagstrom 1995) . In fact, the existence of a strong negative correlation between bacterial loss rates and percent active bacteria in dialysis experiments has been suggested to support this hypothesis (del Giorgio et al. unpubl.) .
Several authors have found empirical evidence for higher growth rates and individual-specific (and biovolun~e-specific) production for large than for small bacteria (Bird & Kalff 1993 , BdAth 1994 . These results were generated by selectively filtering size fractions of the bacterioplankton and studying the uptake of tritiated precursors on each of the size fractions. In those cases, the turnover time of the large size classes was shorter than that of the smallest size classes. These results are in conflict with the general increase in specific production and activity, and reduced generation times, shown by allometric relationships at the smaller end of the size ranges (Fenchel & Finlay 1983 , Peters 1983 . However, other authors have reported the expected decline in bacterial growth with increasing size class (Fuhrman 1981 , Simon 1988 . If many small bacteria were dormant or inactive, as suggested by Stevenson's hypothesis, the above-mentioned contradictory possibilities would reconcile, because activity in the smallest size classes should b e scaled to the active biomass (or cell number) only, rather than to the total biomass, to obtain biomass-specific growth rates. A relatively low production, when scaled to a small fraction of the community, could still generate a large biomass-specific growth rate.
Our results allow a comparison of the apparent growth rates in each size class computed from the percentage of active cells in each class, which we have shown to be a function of bacterial size (Fig. 3) , and the gross growth rate for active bacteria computed from the change in number of active cells in the incubations and including an estimate for size-dependent bacterial losses (del Giorgio et al. unpubl.) . Our calculations of specific growth rates for each of 7 size classes between 0.008 and 0.30 pm3 indicated that growth rates increase from ca 0.3 d-' to 1.4 d-' and biomass turnover times decrease, with increasing size, (Fig. 4) . of the maximum) of several nano-flagellates and clllates as reported by Gonzalez et al. (1990) and several nanoflagellates species as reported by Simek & Chrzanowski (1992) . The area corresponding to bacterial volumes of 0.05 to 0.06 pm3 is shaded in all graphs to facilitate interpretat~on munity (shown in Fig. 4) (Fenchel 1980 , Epstein & Shiaris 1992 , Simek et a1 1994 . In another study, Sherr et al. (1992) showed the preferential removal of dividing cells in systems under flagellate predation. These authors interpreted this as evidence of direct curtailment of bacterial production, rather than bacterial biomass, by bacterial predators, the consequences being smaller bacterial size in the systems with predation and accumulation of small non-dividing cells. Comparison of the relative feeding efficiency of different protists on differentially-sized prey with the size distribution of active a n d inactive bacteria obtained in the present study (Fig. 5) suggests that protists should feed preferentially (or more efficiently) on the larger size classes, which have a greater fraction of active bacteria. Our results suggest that the reported preferential feeding of protozoans on growing bacteria (Sherr et al. 1992) should also apply to active (respiring) bacteria.
In summary, the strong size dependence of bacterial activity that we have shown has implications for the calculations of bacterial production and for the transfer of carbon in the microbial food web, if inactive bacteria are preyed upon with less efficiency than active and growing bacteria. Our results show the benefits of discriminating within the black box in which all bacteria are usually pooled in attempts to understand the functioning of bactenoplankton communities. We expect that our results will encourage further detailed examination of that conceptual box.
